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EVENT POINTS 

A Driver or Rider finishing within their race time limit (refer to the Racer Brief for time limit for each heat), but 
exceeding the time limit when penalties are added will be assigned a DNF and will receive start and placement 
points, but no finishing points. 

CHECKPOINTS 

There are two (2) on-course 15-mph zone checkpoints, plus 15-mph zone at timing loop. Checkpoints and timing 
loop are rolling checks. You will be stopped ONLY if your vehicle number is not legible. Enter these coned areas at 
checkpoints and timing loop at start/finish at 15 mph in a single file manner. Speed zones are from 150 feet before 
to 100 feet after each location. 

You may be asked to show your wristband to the checkpoint worker.  The checkpoint corridor is not 
considered part of the race course. Entering and exiting all full stop locations must be done in a safe and prudent 
manner in order to guarantee the safety of all checkpoint workers.  

VERY IMPORTANT - Exceeding 15-mph speed limit in checkpoint zones and at start/finish will result in a 
15-minute penalty for each violation. Refer to Racer Brief Section 5-2 for further information. 

 At no time should you place any checkpoint worker in a dangerous situation. Any competitor endangering a 
checkpoint worker will result in a time penalty and/or disqualification.  

Checkpoint mileage locations are: 

Check 1   Rm 12.05 mi.  19.39 km  Refer to Racer Brief - Section 5-3 for  

Check 2   Rm 17.80 mi.  28.65 km  cumulative mileage for checkpoints. 

End of Lap  Rm 23.40 mi.  37.66 km 

CHECKPOINT LOCATION PENALTIES 

► The penalty for missing a physical full stop checkpoint is 15 MINUTES for each checkpoint missed. 

OTHER PENALTIES 

Penalties may also be assessed for other violations based on severity of the action. 

VIRTUAL CHECKPOINTS 

Course layout and distance does not require virtual checkpoints for this event.  

SPEED ZONES 

There is a 25 mph (40 kph) Speed Zone when in the Hot Pit Buffer Zone. Refer to Section 4-3 in Racer Brief for 
procedure to enter and leave this buffer zone. There are no other speed zones on the course.  
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